Summary Statistics

Run ID: cuaqdef2003

Number of questions: 413 factoid + 37 list + 50 def

- Number of factoid questions: 413
- Number of factoid right: 30
- Number of factoid inexact: 0
- Number of factoid unsupported: 0
- Number of factoid wrong: 383

- Precision of recognizing no answer: 30/413 = 0.073
- Recall of recognizing no answer: 30/30 = 1.000
- Factoid accuracy: 0.073

- Average F-score for lists: 0.000
- Average F-score for definitions: 0.338
- Final combined score: 0.121

Question

- Difference from Median in F score for list questions
- Difference from Median in F score for definition questions
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